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12, The factthat eachset of twotime series isinterdependent with the othersets is inmany waysa seriouslycomplicating fac- tcc; but it willplay noimportant rolein the following.There we ssrrplvcnpare thediflerentih ofone pair ofcounifies with the ezcharigerates of thesame ciountxies.There is nothingobjectionable in this, arid
complications dueto a further
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speak smiplyof thedifferentials.
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decide this arbitrarilyfor one set, e.g., for the differentials, but
then for the other set(exchange rates) the extrema are uniquely
determined as either peaks or troughs.Even before such a clioic
is made for thefirst setit is quite immaterial whether wechoose
the differentials or theexchange rates for this rolethe extrerna
can bemarked off, since the process of determining extremashould
be sufficiently objective(or "mechanical") at any rate toyield the
same dates, eventhough a peak may have to be transformed into a
trough or vice versa through inversionof the series.
(4) We forego theusual comparison of the specific cycleswith
the reference cycles.This is justified by the nature of the two sets
of series, each one being arelative series. It is not to be expected
that a pair formed by thedifferential series and the exchange rate
for the same two countriesshouldtogethershow any conclusive
behavior in regard to thereference cycle of either (or both) coun-
b-ies. Nevertheless a comparisonof each pair with the correspond-
ing pair of referencecycles can be carried out under certainrestric-
tions. We shall referback to Table 4 in Chapter II, wherethe same
pairs are formed, which weshall discuss presently.
The first important point tosettle is the determinationof the
exact pairs which are tobe measured. The choice isdictated by
our acceptanceof the economic mechanismreferred to repeatedly.
That is to say, if the interest ratein A rises relatively tothat of B
a shift offunds from B to A will(presumably) occur, and this
requires the purchase in Bof currency of A with thatof B. We
may therefore measureeither the parallelism of movementbe-
tween these twoseriesthen we have to comparethe differential
A over B with the exchangeof B on A, i.e., in termsof units of
currency B to bepaid for a unit of A; or we measurethe counter-
movement, in which case weeither invert thedifferential or the
quotation of the currency(but not both). Since it ispreferable to
measure a parallelmovement than acountermovement, this then
determines the exact pairs,which are in Table 65, or,if one
wishes, their opposites in both groups.The statement that aparallel
movement of two timeseries, forming oneof the above pairs,
shows a correspondence asexpected from the workingof the
international mechanism, istherefore permissible aswell as the
opposite statement when noparallel movement occurs.This neg-
lects two things: a) aparallel, or opposite, movement mayhave
been due to other reasons; itwill therefore be necessary tofind
out whether otherfactors work at all or asfrequently as those
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TABLE 65
Pairing of Short-Term Interest Rate Differentials and
Exchange Rates
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here assumed and what their comparative strength is (if thiscan
be determined); b) we are at present satisfied if there isa paral-
lelism in thedirection ofmovement, but make no statements about
the extent or magnitude involved. In other words "parallel"is not
to be taken any more literally than before, when covariation of
exactly the same kind was measured. Theyare given, according
to our definitions (cf. page 44), when twoor more series have an
expansion or contraction between specifically definedturning
points. It is exactly the same here, obviously the amplitudeaspect
looms larger than before.
The expectation of a high degree ofcovariation is justified only
if one can assume that the other disturbingfactors are either very
small or neutralize each other in the longrun, so that correspond-
ence of movement would still be the normal expectation. Aside from
the other influences mentioned (foreigntrade, etc.) there is the
one noted in Chapter IV. It consists in the simultaneous pullexer-
cised upon a givenmoney market by several others. If therefore
we observe a rise in one differential, then it isnot necessary to
assume that the exchange must move in thesame direction, be-
cause a differential between the given anda third money market
may have risen more, and we shall insteadsee a flow of funds to
the third. This introduces thepossibility of a minimal incentive
determined by the maximum pullat a given moment of time. All
this is very difficult to handlestatistically, although the conceptual
side of the matter is quite simple.
Once the corresponding pairs havebeen determined it ispos-
sible to compare the specific cyclesnot only for their turning points,
i.e., durations, but also for the "expansion"and 'contraction" phases.
Furthermore we cancompare one pair with others ifcare is taken
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to exclude pairswhich would be the inverse of those already chosen.
At any rate there canbe no doubt about the measurements of the
over-all duration of specific cycles. But we shall postpone the dis-
cussion of their duration until somewhatlater (cf. page 287), be-
cause it will befound preferable to examine them together with a
subcycle which, as we shall see, is covered by the specific cycles.
In this manner the properties ofboth kinds of cycles will become
clearer. It will be seen that we are forced to subjectthese pairs of
series to many more measurementsthan others, a necessity which
unfortunately makes a certain amount of repetition unavoidable.
Section 2. Discussion of the Covariatioris
(5) The specific cycle covariation for each pair isshown in
Table 66. A picture is easily obtained from Charts 18 to23, to which
reference will be made especially in connectionwith the previously
mentioned subcycles.
TABLE 66
Phase Comparison of Specific Cycles of Short-TermInterest Rate
Diflerentials and Foreign Exchange Rates, Prewar,Seasonally
Corrected Data
SAME PHASE IN: SAME PHASE IN:
Dif- Dif-
MonthsEx- Con- ferentEr- Con- fcrent
covered' pansions tractions Total phase pan.sionstractions Total phase
Note on procedure followed for comparing short-terminterest rate differentials anderchange
rates: in comparing the movements of the short-terminterest rate differentials andthe move-
ments of the exchange rates for six pairs of countriesthe parallel movements of the twoseries
were measured (i.e., the differential of A overB with the exchange of B onA were compared
cf. p. 281). Table 65 gives the exact pairs formedwhen the movement between theexchange
rates and differentials is parallel. Where theexchange rate data were notavailable in the form
mdicated in Table 65, we inverted the exchange rateseries to make the comparison.
'The following are the exact periods used:
New York-London; Dcc. 1878 to Mar. 1901Berlin-London: Jan. 1880 to July 1908
Paris-New York: Apr. 1881 to Oct. 1912 paris-London: Feb. 1881 to May 1911
New York-Berlin; Sept. 1887 to Mar. 1913Paris-Berlin: Nov. 1877 to Dec. 1908






























































40.9DIFFERENTIALS AND EXCHANGE RATES
TABLE 67
Phase Comparison of Specific Cycles of Short-Term Interest Rate
Differentials and Foreign Exchange Rates, 1925-1931, Seasonally
Corrected Data
Dif- Dif
Er- Con- ferentEr- Con- fereru
panslonstractionsTotalphasepensionstractionsTotalphase
The table covers the post-World-War-I gold standard years. See footnotes to Table 66. The
number of months covered, for each pair, is: New YorkLondon, 21; ParisNew York, 39;1
New YorkBerlin, 19; BerlinLondon, 51.
Before the war the periods covered range from 267 months for
New YorkLondon to 378 months for ParisNew York. The postwar
period is 19 to 51 months, 1925-1931, when the gold (and gold
exchange) standard was in operation in all four counties simultane-
ously. The significance of the selection of these periods will become
clear when we arrive at Tables 70 and 71. Their choice is governed
in part by the above-mentioned shorter cycles, whichare not always
observed but occur during the periods listed.
In view of these absolute differences the percentagesare of im-
mediate importance. In the prewar period the over-all pictureis
that of a moderate correspondence ofmovement. But it is by no
means impressive and does not compare well with some covaria-
tions already noted.2 In one case there iseven more disagreement
than covariation: BerlinLondon.
(6) The postwar period exhibits marked changes fromthe pre-
war.
For example, the pair New YorkLondon, which didnot show the
highest covariation in the prewar period,now has a value of 85.7
per cent, exceeding all others. Similar pairs were found only rarely
'See the significance test of percentages in ChapterII, section 2, which is
applicable to the present situation.
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MONTHS PERCENTAGES
New YorkLondon 18 0 18 3 85.7 00.0 85.7 14.3
ParisNew York 3 21 24 15 07.7 53.8 61.5 38.5
New YorkBerlin 11 0 11 8 57.9 00.0 57.9 42.1
BerlinLondon 11 13 24 27 21.6 25.5 47.1 52.9
ParisLondon ...
ParisBerlin
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TABLE 68
Comparison of Differential of New York Call Money Rateover
London Open-Market Discount Rate and Foreign Exchange Rate,
December 1878-March 1901, Seasonally CorrectedData
(261 months)
Specific Cycles of Differential and Foreign ExchangeRate
Phase Comparison
SAME PHASE IN: Different SAME PHASE IN: Different
covered Expansions Contractions TotalphaseExpansions Contractions Totalphase
14.3 (months) (percentages)
385 gg 71 68 137 130 26.6 24.7 51.348.7
42.1
52.9 Number and Duration
NUMBER OF CYCLES AVERACE DURATION OF CYCLES
DifferentialsExchange rates DifferentialsExchange rai
(months)
7 8 38.1 33.4
before. The other pairs show no drastic changes; but recall the dif-
ference in the si2e of the sample. Nevertheless the notorious facts
of high speculative activity during the postwar period, the stabiliza-
tion of sterling at too high a level, the politically dominated move-
ment of short-term and long-term funds, the influence of German
reparations, the decline in international financing of the prewar kind,
the growing control by the central banksnone of these factors pro.
duced the great irregularity and small covariation otherwise found.
Where a high degree of correspondence appears, it is possibly
of an accidental character, devoid of deeper significance for the
proving or disproving of our "mechanism."3 It is noteworthy that
the highest postwar correspondence should be shown in pairs of
countries involving New York. There were very large movements of
funds, especially into Germany, but their motivation was not of the
required kind.
(7) Table 4, describing the behavior of the reference cycles for
the same pairs of countries, shows in most instances a far bet-
ter over-all correspondence between their entire business cycles
than was shown by the differentials and exchange rates. This is a
singular result, especially for the prewar period. The lowest value
Still assuming that a covariation would suffice as a proof.
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for the reference cycle covariation is only a fraction ofone per cent
lower than the best correspondence for the mechanism.
Why should there be so much better correspondenceamong the
en&e business cyclesto the extent that they are characterizedby
the dates of the turning pointsthan for the differentialsand
exchange rates, when in the first instance there isno particular a
priori expectation, while in the second there isa high one? The
parallelism of reference cycles is one ofan average behavior; for the
other data parallelism would be quite accidental,unless there isa
functional dependency suchas that postulated by the mechanism
of short-term capital transfers. It is difficultto say whether two
large averages, i.e., reference cycles, shouldbe expected tomove
in closer agreement than two individualseries when really all four
are involved, each one of which is subject toa great number of
influences other than those whichthey exert upon each other
directly.
Section 3. The introduction of ShortCycles
(8) In the graphs of thedifferentials and exchange seriesthe specific cyclescover up smaller movements which shallsimply be called "short cycles."In the present study theyare only ob- served here. Theymay be a unique phenomenon, perhapsbrought
forth by peculiarities ofthe mechanism with whichwe are at pres- ent concerned. Itwas always clear and has beenrepeatedly em- phasized that thespecific cycles coverminor variations in the
direction opposite to theparticular specific cycle phaseunder con- sideration. Inour present pairs of series thespecific cycles arevery long, especially inview of the repeatedlymentioned high speed of adjustment in both, whichmight even raise theexpectation that
'These are our rules for thedistinction of short cycles: Duration: an upswingor downswing of the short cyclemust last not less than three months.Shorter movementsare recognized if the riseor fall in a single month exceeds thestandard set for theamplitude (see rule 3 below) and the whole short cyclelasts at least sixmonths and is not ofa length that is a high percentage ofa specific cycle.
Continuity: rise or fail duringthree consecutivemonths, or during at least six months,interrupted by notmore than two slight inversemovements, or five months interrupted byone slight inversemovement. Amplitude; total riseor fail of at leastone per cent for the interest rate differential series, and of0.25 per cent of theparity for the exchange series. These criteria are admittedlyarbitrary, butwe hope that they will be found plausible, since theystill leave someroom for random disturbais,to which these two groups ofseries may be particularlysensitive.
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there would be nocycles at all, or a tendency for them gradually to
disappear or to becomeshorter and shorter,
The criteria for short cycles aresimilar to those for specific cycles.
In both cases it ispossibleand does indeed happenthat minor
fluctuations occur betweenpeaks and troughs. These are neglected,
according to the definitionsused. Like all definitions, those for short
cycles are arbitrary. Thereader will observe from Charts 18 to 23
that if a relaxation of ourstandards is permitted more "short" cycles
appear, and there maybe covariation among these too. But we
limit ourselves to thedefinition given in footnote 4. This accounts also
for the periods listed infootnote a of Table 66. These are the times
when short cycles fulfillingthe criteria of our definition can be
observed with considerable frequency.However, the charts show
the entire period fromapproximately 1870 to 1914, and all short
cycles are marked off no matterwhen they occur.
During the periods coveredby the subsequent computations it
happens from time to timethat in either one of the two series, orin
both at the same time, noshort cycles as defined appear.These
months have been omitted fromthe computation, but they are,of
course, shown inthe charts. These are periods ofmovement where,
under a less stringent set ofcriteria, a "secondary short cycle"might
be recognized. Their peaks aremarked off in the charts by crosses.
Thus our short cycles asdefined, even in the periodsselected (cf.
footnote a, Table 66), do notnecessarily form a continuous chain.
All these difficultiesif therebe any at alldisappear, of course,
completely when the signcorrelations of section 5 below areused.
For New yorkLondon,parisBerlin, and BerlinLondonwhere
several years past the comparisonperiods are included the charts
indicate isolated and scatteredshort cycles as defined. Here we
have clear instances of a phenomenoflalluded to at several points in
this work, in which evenbusiness cycles do not alwaysshow con-
tinuous chains, but often morecomplicated patterns of cyclicaland
noncyclical time intervals.
Section 4. Speci/k Cyclesand Short CyclesCompared
(9) Table 69 indicates thenumber and durationof specific and
short cycles both fordifferentials and exchange rates.The periods
covered are those justdiscussed for the prewarperiod, using the
procedure that only completecycles, from trough totrough, are
counted. Parts of incompletecycles are eliminated. Forthe short
287S
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TABLE 69
Number and Duration ofSpecific Cycles and Short Cycles ofSh0
Term Interest BateDifferentials and Foreign Exchange Bates,Prev
a See Table 66, footnote a, for prewar periods covered by each pair of countries. Thepostwar
period is uniformly 84 months.
Only complete cycles, taken from trough to trough, are counted. Parts of cycles at both ends
of a series, with their respective durations, are dropped.
'For detailed description of each pair's differentials and exchange rates, see footnote
Table 66.
postwar period we make only one measurement for all six pairs
together.
There are many more short cycles than specific cycles. The in-
crease in numbers is greater for the differentials than for the ex-
change rates. In general we havenow in most instances more than
twice as many short cycles as specific cycles.
There are corresponding changes in theaverage duration of the
two kinds of cycles. For the specific cycles theaverage of the
averages is 55.8 months for the differentials and 40.2 months for the
exchange rates. For the short cycleswe obtain an average monthly
duration (for all six pairs of countries)of 16.0 for differentials and
15.2 for exchange rates. Besidesthe great shortening of the cycles
these latter two values deviatemuch less from each other than the
averages for the specific cycles. This is clearlya first indication that
we may find a much better pair bypair correspondence than thus





















































Paris-London 6 21 10 13 53.515.1 36.314.5
Paris-Berlin 5 12 5 20 72.224.3 57.216.6
Average 55.816.0 40.215.2
Postwar
All senes 9 13 5 23 40.822.8 29.412.5SPECiFiC AND SHORT CYCLES
compared with those previously discussed in order to see them in
their proper perspective5 (cf. e.g., Tables 6, 13, and 29).
We have not arranged a complete table corresponding to Table
69 covering the postwar period because for the Paris-Berlin and
Paris-London exchange rate series no complete specific cycles have
been found for 1925-1931. Of the remaining four pairs there are
only one or two specific cycles, hardly enough to give the notion
of an average any meaning. However we have added to Table 69
such values as can be determined within these limits, i.e., we have
counted all the specific and short cycles for all six pairs of coun-
tries wherever they exist, and have determined their average dura-
tion. These latter figures should be compared, though with great
caution, with the averages of averages indicated in the preceding
paragraph. The averages for the specific cycles are very much
shorter, but those for the short cycles are shorter only for the ex-
change rates.
To sum up: the question remains why there should be (through-
out the prewar period) more specific cycles for the exchange rate
than for the differentials (excepting only Paris-Berlin, where there
is equality). There is no difference in the method of their deter-
mination to account for this. So it must be a real phenomenon. As
far as we can see there is nothing in the extensive literature on
exchange rates to suggest that this observation has been made,
much less that it has been explained. A plausible suggestion seems
to be that the number of variables determining thegeneral (and
also the cyclical) behavior of exchange rates is considerably greater
than that of the short-term interest rate differentials.
(10) Table 70, describing the prewar short cycles forboth
groups of series, should be read in conjunctionwith Table 66. The
increase of covariation which accompanies theidentification of the
short cycle is quite marked. It constitutes a real, empiricalphe-
nomenon, not merely the product of anarbitrary statistical manipu-
lation. The fact that covariations do not occur before the war out-
side the periods covered by our Table 70 is in itself of interest.We
may perhaps say that if a mechanism isdescribed by these sta-
tistics, it did not work throughout the whole prewarperiod with
the same degree of perfection.
'The short cycles are only a little longer, as a rule, thanseasonal cycles. The
data are seasonally corrected. Thus much depends on their accuracyand the
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Phase Comparison of Short Cycles of Short-TermInterest Bate
Differentials and Foreign Exchange Rates, Prewar,Seasonally
Corrected Data
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th- Charts 18 to 23 the interestrate differentials Paris-London
and New York-Londonare shown fothe entire prewar period.
The asterisks mark the troughsand peaks for the specificcycles, the
circles mark the troughs andpeaks of the short cycles.Every
specific cycle turning pointis occasionally also a turningpoint of a shorter cycle.
The greater phasecorrespondence shown for short cyclesis seen from the fact that forevery single pair the percentage ofmonths in the same phase is higherwhen short cycles ratherthan specific cycles are used (Table 66).For Berlin-London andParis-Berlin the improvement is particularlynoticeable.
The correspondenceParis-London with 57.8per cent while still high is notas good as the one observed earlier(Table 15) fi specific cycles of theshort-term interestrates themselves. These two money marketswere undoubtedly the most highlydeveloped before World WarL A low differentialbetween two coinmunjeat-
ing markets probablyindicates that thereare large flows of funds between thesecenters; a good cyclecorrespondence shows merely that there is goodreason to believe that the fundswhich flowed between therespective countrieswere ."fficient and effective to close the gap whichhad opened. It doesnot unfortunately say anything about theabsolute magnitudesInvolved.SPECIFIC AND SHORTCYCLES
TABLE 71
Phase Comparison of Short Cycles ofShort-Term Interest Rate
Differentiak and Foreign ExchangeRates, 1925-1931
SAME PHASE IN; SAME PHASE IN:
Ex-Con- Dif- Ex-Con- Vhf- Monthspan-trac- frrentpan-trac- ferent coveredslonstionsTotalphaseslon.gtionsTotalphase
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For explanations, see footnote b, Table 66.
(11) The post-World-War-I period(cf. Table 71) shows a
very marked change when compared, first, with the short cycle cor-
respondence just discussed and second, with the specific cyclecom-
parison of Table 67.
We shall, however, refrain from going into a detailed numerical
comparison. The fact of the short cycle appears well estaLlished,
but since we have so far observed it in only a single instance, it
would l)C dangerous to draw far-reaching COnclusions from the phe-
nomenon. In addition, a number of definitions of a short cycle other
than that in footnote 4 on page 286 were tried out by making all
computations accordingly. The resulting tables (not shown in this
book) were not very different from the results finally accepted But
there were changes, mostly placing one pair of money markets over
another pair.
There were no large shifts in the over-all picture. There were al-
ways many more short cycles than specific cycles. Apparently certain
regularities were highly sensitive, depending on whether or not only
complete cycles were counted, whether short cycles were used even
when the)' did not form a continuous sequence of short cycles, and
so forth. The reader can judge from Charts 18-22 whetherthe final
choice made for the above computations is justified and reason-
able.
The alternative computations require also a considerable effort.
This would not matter much if one were guided firmly by a good
and strong theory to justify them. It would even be helpful to know
ON T H S PEEC ENTA C ES
New York-London 34 9 7 16 18 28.520.847.1 52,9
paris_New York 39 3 21 24 15 07.753.861.5 38.5
New York-Bvrlin 24 9 8 17 7 37.533,370.8 29.2
ez1in-London 57 15 11 26 31 26.319.345.6 54.4
paris_London 39 3 1720 19 07.743.651.3 48.7
paris_Berlin 48 17 4 21 25 37.008.745.7 54.3DIFFERENTIALS AND EXCHANGE RATES
of the existence of short cycles (other than seasonal %r1ri1tionsi
course) from other areas of l)usincss cycle research. So far there
seem to have been few such indications.
The whole matter is closely tied up with the fact that weare
comparing not only specific cycles and short cycles, but also two in.
stitutionally different periods in which they fell. If the sampleswere
more nearly comparable the figures might give a more reliable esti-
mate of the significance of the institutional differences. But the
samples are quite unlike. On the other hand one can hardly doubt
that the huge lending operations, some connected with German
reparations, upset the classical mechanism.
It is clear that the procedure of finding and determining short
cycles is essentially subjective and intuitive. This was noted in earlier
discussions of specific and reference cycles. There the backgroundis,
however, much firmer. Now, instead of extending the searchto other
and quite different series, one can turn from intuitive methodsand
search for short cycles objectively, through the strictly mathematical
analysis referred to in the first chapter. Another possibilityis to put
aside the notion of cycles altogether, as in the next section.
To sum up: Short cycles exist; they are meaningfulintuitively;
and their covariation in the series here under considerationis sig.
nificant. But much more work is required beforenumerical re-
sults can be obtained in the differentareas of international inter-
action.
Section 5. Sign Correlation, of Interest Rate
Differentials and Exchange Rates
In order to achieve furtherprogress we shall now drop the
restrictions to any and all types of cyclesand study the series in
two ways; first, by investigating monthto month changes and, sec-
ond, by admitting the possibilityof a true lag (at least inan e-
perimental way) between thetwo factors, taking each one sep-
arately as leading andas lagging.
The techniques fromamong which a choice has to be made
in order to investigate thecorrespondence and covariation of the
two series forming each pair°belong to the broad field of correla-
tion. We shall makesome further use of the correlation coefficient
as we have already done (cf.Table 45), but shall chiefly relyon
As defined above,pages 280-281.293
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the modified chi-square contingency test developed by A. Wald,
which is simpler and achieves our aims at least as well (cf.pages
107ff.). In applying the latter we consider covariations for each
pair where only the direction of movement is taken into account.
That is to say we consider it as a positive event when in (the transi-
tion to) the same month the exchange rate and the differential both
rise or both fall as compared with their stand in the previous
month; otherwise it is a negative event.
(14) Table 72 summarizes the results of our statistical opera-
tions. There are altogether three different kinds of computations.
The data are the same for all. No cycles of any sort enter into the
calculations. The periods covered are, first, the entire prewar pe-
riod, where the longest available sets of data are taken; they range
from 828 to 42 observations, five pairs having 427 members and
over. These are exceptionally long series for the kinds of tests to
which they are subjected, so that problems of comparability, etc.,
do not arise at all. The periods cover many specific and short
cycles. The latter did not always exist, so we have investigated those
months separately from the entire series (67-16 observations,
third section of Table 72).
Finally the postwar gold standard period 1925.-1931 (83 ob-
servations) has been considered. We have not hesitated to compare
the results for the latter with any of the former, because the num-
bers are large enough at any rate. The prewar period is studied
twice, first for seasonally corrected, then for uncorrected data.
It is desirable to know whether the seasonal correction changes
the result very much. Generally the expectation of a higher co-
efficient of correlation for uncorrected data than for corrected
would seem justified on the ground that seasonal variations that
are similar in pattern represent a common factor between corre-
lated series where they occur in appreciable strength. Their re-
moval would therefore lower the coefficient. When this is the case,
it would have to show up also for our coefficient of covariation C,
which is better suited for our purposes than the ordinary correla-
tion coefficient.
it is clear that Z, the number of times the exchange rate series
and the differential series show the same sign, must be considered
in relation to the probability that the outcome is due to chance.
For this any level of significance can be chosen, depending on the
severity of the standard of investigation. By taking p <0.01 for
measuring the deviation from the expected value E2 = (N - 1 )/2,Prewar period, seasonally corrected data
Jan. 1818-July 1914 Ct. BrItain-France439308.5 p <. 0.001 O.40
jan. 1878-July 1914 Ct. BritaIn-Germany 439308.5 p < (1001 O.4o
Jan. 1879-4uly 1914Ct. Britain-U.S. 427282.5 p < 0.((Ll 0.32
Apr. 1881-july 1914 U.S.-Gennany 328212.5 p < 0.001 0.29
Jan. 1879Ju1y 1914 U.S.-Frauco 427275 p < 0.001 O.2&
leb. 1876-July 1914 France-Germany482294 p < 0.001 0.27
Prewar period, seasonally uncorrected data
Tan. 1878-July 1914 Ct. BritaIn-France439339 p < 0.001 0,544
an 1878-July 1914Ct. Britain-Germany 439317 p < 0.001 0.444
jan. 1879-July 1914Ct BrItain-U.S. 427277 p < 0.001 0.297
Apr. 1887-July 1914 U.S.-Cennany 328216 p < 0.001 0.317
jan. 1879-July 1914 U.S.-France 427297 p < 0.001 0.391
Feb. 1816-July 1914France-Germany462342.5 p < 0.001 0.483
Prewar period, seasonally corrected data'
Aug. 1901-July 19141Ct. BrItain-U.S. 158105 p < 0.001 0.346
Jan. 1888-bec 1901'Ct. Britain-US. 158104 p < 0.001 0.833
Aug. 1908-July 1914'CLBrItain-Germany 7253.5 p < 0.001 0.486
Aug. 1902- uly 1908'Ct. Britain-Germany 7252 p < 0.001 0.444
Jan. 1909- uly 1914'France-Germany 87440.01 <p < 0.050.318
June 1908- 1908'France-Cierrnany 6145O.Ol<p < 0.050.843
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we are applying a very conservative yardstick, similar to the
practices evolved in the use of the straight chi-square test in
such caseS.T The fourth column of Table 72 conlinc
/ Z - E1 \ C =2N 1)'
the coefficient of covariation. If the coefficients thus obtainedare
found significant, i.e., not due to chance (with the stated prob-
ability), then they are considered comparable among each other
at least to the extent of ranking. The ranking is given in the last
column of Table 72.
We begin with the pre-World-War-I period for seasonally cor-
rected data, which were used earlier in this chapter. The ranking
according to C places two pairs, Great Britain-France and Great
Britain-Germany, in first place. The third European pair, France-
Germany, scores lowest of all six. The occupants of the first (two)
places might be expected in the light of all preceding studies, but
it is less clear why the third European pair should be at the bottom
of the scale. If we compare this with Table 70 where the cyclical
correspondence is brought out for both types of cycles, we find
that a shift has occurred in that Great Britain-France had then
not the highest value, nor one very near it. London-Berlin scored
even worse in the specific cycle comparison, but best for the short
cycles. This can be interpreted to mean that the specific cycles
are quite unsuited as a basis of comparison, but that the short
cycles brought out a tendency which the coefficient of covariation
flnlly confirms. It may indicate a need to look for finer corre-
spondence than the specific cycles can describe in this case. This
is also a challenge for any theoretical interpretation.
For the next computation, using uncorrected data, we find as
expected (cf.p. 296f.) higher coefficients with only one exception.
In some instances the increase is substantial. The greatest increase
of the coefficient is for France-Germany, from 0.273 to 0.483; much
higher than the highest for the corrected data, 0.405. As a con-
sequence the ranking is quite different, except that Great Britain-
France remains in the first place. The last is now taken by Great
Britain-United States, where also the only drop in the coefficient
occurred. This change puts the three pairs containing the United
71n fact we usualiy have p <0.001.
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States in the last three places and provides againtheir clear separa..
tion from the three European pairs, which was observed on several
other occasions in this study.
It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the movements of
short-term interest rates and exchange rates are so delicate that
seasonal correction upsets the information too much. It must also
be remembered that the short cycles had periods very near those
of the seasonals (Table 69) and there was a genuine need to
introduce them into the picture. More of this will be seen in
the following.
But even if there were no question of the perfection of the
statistical techniques of calculating seasonal variations, and we
accepted the results at their face value, we should be more or
less forced to accept the measures obtained from the uncorrected
data as giving the more accurate picture. The ranking of C accord-
ing to the seasonally corrected data is suspicious, because there
is a good chance that the correction has influenced this ranking
for reasons of purely statistical-computational nature. Ifit has
not, we would still have greater confidence in measurement from
the uncorrected data, because the ranldng on this basis agrees
better with our common sense expectation as well as withour
earlier measurements. Nothing has emerged, so far, that would
induce us to over-ride the commonsense attitude.
The third group of measures, in Table 7, covers months where
no continuous short cycles exist. As mentioned an even closer
correspondence than the shortcycle covariation might exist during
those months; this would at least be true for the periods immedi-
ately preceding 1914, when short cycles disappeared possibly
because of the influence of stronger forces of interdependence.In
order to illwninate the figures, thesame number of months im-
mediately preceding the critical period have been measured also.8
It is interesting to note that the coefficient forLondon-New York
and London-Berlinisconsiderably higher than thatfor the
same pairs during the preceding period of thesame length. This
would seem to bear out that thecovariation was better, though
no short cycles could then be found. For Paris-Berlin the situation
is different: the preceding short-cycleperiod gives a better result,
but the entire level of significance0.01 <p <0.05 istiflsatiS
factory. For the entire 373months, when short cycles were found,
The present group of computationsis cakulated on the h.i.cis of seasonally
con'ectcd data, because thesewere used for obtaining sh..rt cycles. -
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this pair came out with 70.8 per cent of all short-cycle phases in
covariation (cf. Table 70), somewhat better than the worst result,
57,8 for Paris-London, which now has persistently given the highest
correspondence! The proper interpretation will only be possible
in the light of all measurements.
It is also interesting to note how these two segments of the time
series behave in respect to the entire series; the interest arises in
fact from the possibility that the covariation in the cyclical sense
or the general correlation may undergo a (possibly systematic)
change. One would expect a gradual improvement. Indeed in Table
78 we shall make a specific measurement precisely for that reason
(cf. p. 298). Here we can compare both periods, i.e., that without
and that with short cycles, with the entire series. For London-
New York the first coefficient is 0.346, the second 0.833, both better
than C = 0.823 for the entire series. For London-Berlin the rela-
tions are 0.486 and 0.444 respectively as compared with C = 0.405
for the whole series. This second case brings thus a veiy decided
improvement. It is clear, when the coefficient for a shorter (and
later) segment of the whole series is markedly better than for the
whole, the coefficient for the whole can be depressed only because
the correlation was poorer in the earlier segments. In the third
case, Paris-Berlin, where the level of significance was not con-
sidered satisfactory, the coefficients are nevertheless markedly
higher than for the entire series, including the two short sub-
periods of 67 months only.
Thus, the disappearance of short cycles is in all likelihood the
result of an improvement in the working mechanism which relates
the differentials and exchange rates. There is good reason to assume
that the contacts between the money markets improved in the later
years before World War I. This is also borne out by earlier ob-
servations, notably those relating to the long-tenn decline in maxi-
mal interest rate diJierentials. An improvement could also have
gone on for cycles. The disappearance of cycles may be of deeper
significance.
(15) For the postwar period uncorrected data were used. The
results are so unsatisfactory that no coefficients are computed, since
they would not be at acceptable levels of significance. The short-
cycle covariation (Table 71) had given the highest value for
Paris-Berlin, for which we now have p> %; the specific cycle
covariation (Table 66) showed this same pair as well as Berlin-
London scoring negatively. Our present measurement inspires
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TABLE 73
Measures of the Relationship between Exchange Rates and Intert
Rate Differentials, Great Britain and Germany
Covai-iation in Direction of Movements, Prewar Period
Period Kind of data used C
Jan. 1878-July 1914Seasonally corrected data 0.405 < .
Jan. 1878-July 1914Seasonally uncorrected data 0.444 p < Jan. 1878-July 1914Every second month (Jan., Mar., etc.) sea-
sonally corrected data 0.4 18 p < Jan. 1818-July 1914Every second month (Feb., Apr., etc.) sea-
sonally corrected data o.s p < Jan. 1878-July 1914Every second month (Jan., Mar., etc.) sea-
sonally uncorrected data 0.418 p <0. Jan. 1878-July 1914Every second month (Feb., Apr., etc.) sea-
sonally uncorrected data 0.470 p < Aug. 1908-July 1914Period for which short cycles could not be
determined (seasonallcorrected data)0.488 p <0. Jan. 1878-July 1914Interest rate differential reading by 1 month
(seasonally uncorrected data) 0.230 p < o.. Jan. 1878-Dec. 18825 year interval (seasonally corrected data)0.1330.5> p > o. Jan. 1883-Dec. 18815 year interval (seasonally corrected data)0.4170.001 <p <0.0 Jan. 1888-Dec. 18925 year interval (seasonally corrected data)0.4660.001 > p Jan. 1892-Dec. 18975 year interval (seasonally corrected data)0.3660.02
Jan. 1898-Dec. 19025 year interval (seasonally corrected data)0.5160.001 >. p Jan. 1903-Dec. 19075 year interval (seasonally corrected data)0.4340.001 <p <0.0 Jan. 1908-Dec. 19125 year interval (seasonally corrected data)0.4170.001 <p <0.0 Jan. 1878-Dec. 18825 year interval (seasonally uncorrected) 0.1840.3 > p >0.2 Jan. 1883-Dec. 18875 year interval (seasonally uncorrected) 0.4840.001 >p Jan. 1888-Dec. 18925 year interval (seasonally uncorrected) 0.4610.001> p Jan. 1892-Dec. 18975 year interval (seasonally uncorrected) 0.4000.01 > p >0.0 Jan. 1898-Dee, 19025 year interval (seasonally uncorrected) 0.4830.001 > p Jan. 1903-Dec. 19075 year interval (seasonally uncorrected) 0.6000.001 > p Jan. 1908-Dec. 19125 year interval (seasonally uncorrected) 0.4500.01 > p >0. Jan. l878-July 1914Months (41) in which change of interest
rate differential was less than ±0.1%
(seasonally uncorrected data) 0.2680.02 > p >0.1 Feb. 1925-Dec. 1931Cold standard period (seasonallyuncor-
rected data) b 0.5 > p> 0.2 Feb. 1925-Dec. 1931Every second month (Jan., Mar., etc.)
(seasonally uncorrected data) b
p>05 Feb. 1925-Dec. 1931Every second month (Feb., Apr.,etc.)
(seasonally uncorrected data) 0.5 > p >0.2
R Jan. 1878-July 1914Prewar period (seasonally correcteddata)0.284 p <0.0 Jan. 1878-July 1914Prewar period (seasonally uncorrecteddata) 0.328 p < 0,01 Jan. 1878-July 1914FIrst differences prewar period(seasonally
uncorrected data) 0601 p <0.01
CCoefficient of covarjation. R = Correlation coefficient. p = Probability. 'Probability that a deviation fromthe expected valueas great or greater is due to chance. Not significant.
















greater confidence, because with it a probability estimate canbe
made, for which a basis is lacking in the domain of theordinary
cycle technique. The evidence suggests the view that the postwar
gold standard functioned less well and regularly than the prewar
standard did (or was supposed to do). Of course we haveother
evidence to support this view, but it is important to beable to
strengthen it as a result of different approaches. Whenthere
is no one outstanding reason for ascientific view, then its sup-
port from various sides is the nextbest situation. But it must be
borne in mind that the latter form of reasoning isdefinitely a sign
of weakness in an argument and, in scientific matters,of the
absence of a well-established theory.
Section 6. Discussion of a Specific Example
(16) We now turn to a specific example where anumber of
further measurements is made in the hopeof increasing our under-
standing appreciably. It will be found that there areagain limits,
but that at least we shall be able to judgethe whole problem
posed in Chapter V and in the present chapter moreadequately.
The example is the relation between the two seriesfor London-
Berlin. These are the reasons for thisparticular choice: it should
not be a pair involving NewYork, because of the special factors
that often appear when this money market isintroduced;9 rather,
it should be a European pair, but notLondon-Paris, which was
generally found to consist of those marketswith the highest degree
of interaction. Of the remaining twoLondon-Berlin was the better,
because the fact that it involvedLondon gave it greatest interna-
tional significance, and the volume oftransactions was probably
larger between these two markets thanbetween Paris and Berlin.
Table 73 gives the whole series of measurements, someof which
are merely repeatedfrom the two preceding tables forthe sake
of completeness. For the first seven entries wefind the best corre-
spondence with C = 0.486 for the shortperiod August 1908-July
1914, when no short cycles couldbe detected (in the seasonally
corrected data). This compares withC =0405 for the corre-
sponding whole series. The next iteminvolves a lag; from the
interpretation of the mechanism it wasclear that only one lag
could reasonably be considered, i.e.,that of the exchanges lagging
Quite aside from the complicationof the call money mte versus the com-
mercial paper rate.DIFFERENTIALS AND EXCHANGE RATES
behind the differentials(formcorrected data). Theresult is
entirely in the negative; a C = 0.230 only is obtained,°flof the
lowest" values in all tables. Thisstrengthens the belief,therefore
that the speed of adjustments between these factorsis very high,
at least so great that one month is a sufficiently longperiod of
observation.
The next hypothesis is not without interest,and was partly
indicated in some preceding remarks: it ispossible that the degree
of correspondenceor correlation changes over time. Indeed thedis-
appearance of short cycles was tentatively interpretedas meaning
just that, i.e., an improvement of thecorrelation (cf.p. 297). To
expect a decrease up to 1914 would contradictall previotslv
gained indications. The statistical result,though not fullycon-
clusive, supports the hypothesis fairlywell. It was obtaineiby splitting the entire period fromJanuary 1878 to July1914 into
arbitrary five-year periods. Thesuccessive values for Care shown in Table 73.
To conclude this series of differentmeasures for the same pair
of series, three correlationcoefficients werecomputed by the
standard technique. The firsttwo require littlecomment; the one for the uncorrected data issubstantially higher (0.328)than that for the correcteddata (0.284). Thiswas to be expected; both
are significant though low. The thirdone is of greater interest. It
is computed, not likethe others for thegiven data as such, but for the first differencesformed from monthto month for each series from the seasonallyuncorrected data. Thereasons for corre- lating firstdifferences......a well-knownmathematical deviceare practically the sameas those for sign correlation.The coefficient is 0.601, a verysignificant value indeed,which can be directly compared with the othertwo mentioned above.We are therefore inclined to accept thefact that there isa high degree of interaction between the twoeconomic factors.
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